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Abstract

test set for correctness against the reference
translations. Using bilingual judges, we further evaluate a substantial subset of the postedited test set using a more ﬁne-grained adequacy metric; using this metric, we show that
monolingual posteditors can successfully produce postedited translations that convey all or
most of the meaning of the original source sentence in up to 87.8% of sentences.

This paper describes the AFRL statistical MT system and the improvements that were developed during the
WMT14 evaluation campaign. As part
of these eﬀorts we experimented with
a number of extensions to the standard phrase-based model that improve
performance on Russian to English
and Hindi to English translation tasks.
In addition, we describe our eﬀorts
to make use of monolingual English
speakers to correct the output of machine translation, and present the results of monolingual postediting of the
entire 3003 sentences of the WMT14
Russian-English test set.

1

2 System Description
We submitted systems for the Russian-toEnglish and Hindi-to-English MT shared
tasks. In all submitted systems, we use the
phrase-based moses decoder (Koehn et al.,
2007). We used only the constrained data supplied by the evaluation for each language pair
for training our systems.

Introduction

2.1 Data Preparation

As part of the 2014 Workshop on Machine
Translation (WMT14) shared translation task,
the human language technology team at the
Air Force Research Laboratory participated
in two language pairs: Russian-English and
Hindi-English. Our machine translation system represents enhancements to our system
from IWSLT 2013 (Kazi et al., 2013). In this
paper, we focus on enhancements to our procedures with regard to data processing and the
handling of unknown words.
In addition, we describe our eﬀorts to make
use of monolingual English speakers to correct
the output of machine translation, and present
the results of monolingual postediting of the
entire 3003 sentences of the WMT14 RussianEnglish test set. Using a binary adequacy classiﬁcation, we evaluate the entire postedited

Before training our systems, a cleaning pass
was performed on all data. Unicode characters in the unallocated and private use ranges
were all removed, along with C0 and C1 control characters, zero-width and non-breaking
spaces and joiners, directionality and paragraph markers.
2.1.1 Hindi Processing
The HindEnCorp corpus (Bojar et al., 2014)
is distributed in tokenized form; in order to
ensure a uniform tokenization standard across
all of our data, we began by detokenized this
data using the Moses detokenization scripts.
In addition to normalizing various extended
Latin punctuation marks to their Basic Latin
equivalents, following Bojar et al. (2010) we
normalized Devanagari Danda (U+0964),
Double Danda (U+0965), and Abbreviation Sign (U+0970) punctuation marks to
Latin Full Stop (U+002E), any Devana-
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gari Digit to the equivalent ASCII Digit,
and decomposed all Hindi data into Unicode
Normalization Form D (Davis and Whistler,
2013) using charlint.1 In addition, we performed Hindi diacritic and vowel normalization, following Larkey et al. (2003).
Since no Hindi-English development test
set was provided in WMT14, we randomly
sampled 1500 sentence pairs from the HindiEnglish parallel training data to serve this purpose. Upon discovering duplicate sentences in
the corpus, 552 sentences that overlapped with
the training portion were removed from the
sample, leaving a development test set of 948
sentences.

ters in the sentence were non-Latin, or if more
than half of the words were unknown to the
aspell English spelling correction program,
not counting short words, which frequently
occur as (possibly false) cognates across languages (English die vs. German die, English
on vs. French on, for example). Because
aspell does not recognize some proper names,
brand names, and borrowed words as known
English words, this method incorrectly ﬂags
for removal some English sentences which have
a high proportion of these types of words.
Source sentences were marked as nonRussian if less than one-third of the characters were within the Russian Cyrillic range, or
if non-Russian characters equal or outnumber
Russian characters and the sentence contains
no contiguous sequence of at least three Russian characters. Some portions of the Cyrillic
character set are not used in typical Russian
text; source sentences were therefore marked
for removal if they contained Cyrillic extension characters Ukrainian I (і І), Yi(ї Ї),
Ghe With Upturn (ґ Ґ) or Ie (є Є) in either upper- or lowercase, with exceptions for
U+0406 Ukrainian I (І) in Roman numerals
and for U+0491 Ghe With Upturn (ґ) when
it occurred as an encoding error artifact.3

2.1.2 Russian Processing
The Russian sentences contained many examples of mixed-character spelling, in which both
Latin and Cyrillic characters are used in a single word, relying on the visual similarity of the
characters. For example, although the ﬁrst
letter and last letter in the word cейчас appear visually indistinguishable, we ﬁnd that
the former is U+0063 Latin Small Letter
C and the latter is U+0441 Cyrillic Small
Letter Es. We created a spelling normalization program to convert these words to all
Cyrillic or all Latin characters, with a preference for all-Cyrillic conversion if possible.
Normalization also removes U+0301 Combining Acute Accent ( ̲́) and converts U+00F2
Latin Small Letter O with Grave (ò)
and U+00F3 Latin Small Letter O with
Acute (ó) to the unaccented U+043E Cyrillic Small Letter O (о).
The Russian-English Common Crawl parallel corpus (Smith et al., 2013) is relatively
noisy. A number of Russian source sentences
are incorrectly encoded using characters in the
Latin-1 supplement block; we correct these
sentences by shifting these characters ahead
by 350hex code points into the correct Cyrillic
character range.2
We examine the Common Crawl parallel
sentences and mark for removal any nonRussian source sentences and non-English target sentences. Target sentences were marked
as non-English if more than half of the charac-

Sentence pairs where the source was identiﬁed as non-Russian or the target was identiﬁed
as non-English were removed from the parallel
corpus. Overall, 12% of the parallel sentences
were excluded based on a non-Russian source
sentence (94k instances) or a non-English target sentence (11.8k instances).
Our Russian-English parallel training data
includes a parallel corpus extracted from
Wikipedia headlines (Ammar et al., 2013),
provided as part of the WMT14 shared translation task. Two ﬁles in this parallel corpus (wiki.ru-en and guessed-names.ru-en)
contained some overlapping data. We removed 6415 duplicate lines within wiki.ru-en
(about 1.4%), and removed 94 lines of
guessed-names.ru-en that were already
present in wiki.ru-en (about 0.17%).
3

Speciﬁcally, we allowed lines containing ґ where it
appears as an encoding error in place of an apostrophe within English words. For example: “Песня The
Kelly Family Iґm So Happy представлена вам LyricsKeeper.”

1

http://www.w3.org/International/charlint
For example: “Ñïðàâêà ïî ãîðîäàì Ðîññèè è ìèðà.”
becomes “Справка по городам России и мира.”
2
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2.2

Decoding Features
P(f | e)
P(e | f)
Pw (f | e)
Pw (e | f)
Phrase Penalty
Lexical Backoﬀ
Word Penalty
Distortion Model
Unknown Word Penalty
Lexicalized Reordering Model
Operation Sequence Model
Rescoring Features
Pclass (E) – 7-gram class-based LM
Plex (F | E) – sentence-level averaged
lexical translation score

Machine Translation

Our baseline system is a variant of the MITLL/AFRL IWSLT 2013 system (Kazi et al.,
2013) with some modiﬁcations to the training
and decoding processes.
2.2.1 Phrase Table Training
For our Russian-English system, we trained
a phrase table using the Moses Experiment
Management System (Koehn, 2010b), with
mgiza (Gao and Vogel, 2008) as the word
aligner; this phrase table was trained using the
Russian-English Common Crawl, News Commentary, Yandex (Bojar et al., 2013), and
Wikipedia headlines parallel corpora.
The phrase table for our Hindi-English system was trained using a similar in-house training pipeline, making use of the HindEnCorp
and Wikipedia headlines parallel corpora.

Table 1: Models used in log-linear combination

2.2.2 Language Model Training
During the training process we built n-gram
language models (LMs) for use in decoding
and rescoring using the KenLM language modelling toolkit (Heaﬁeld et al., 2013). Classbased language models (Brown et al., 1992)
were also trained, for later use in n-best list
rescoring, using the SRILM language modelling toolkit (Stolcke, 2002).We trained a 6gram language model from the LDC English
Gigaword Fifth Edition, for use in both the
Hindi-English and Russian-English systems.
All language models were binarized in order
to reduce model disk usage and loading time.
For the Russian-to-English task, we concatenated the English portion of the parallel training data for the WMT 2014 shared translation task (Common Crawl, News Commentary, Wiki Headlines and Yandex corpora) in
addition to the shared task English monolingual training data (Europarl, News Commentary and News Crawl corpora) into a training
set for a large 6-gram language model using
KenLM. We denote this model as “BigLM”. Individual 6-gram models were also constructed
from each respective corpus.
For the Hindi-to-English task, individual 6gram models were constructed from the respective English portions of the HindEnCorp
and Wikipedia headlines parallel corpora, and
from the monolingual English sections of the
Europarl and News Crawl corpora.

2.2.3 Decoding, n-best List Rescoring,
and Optimization
We decode using the phrase-based moses decoder (Koehn et al., 2007), choosing the best
translation for each source sentence according
to a linear combination of decoding features:
∑
Ê = arg max
λr hr (E, F)
(1)
E

∀r

We make use of a standard set of decoding
features, listed in Table 1. In contrast to our
IWSLT 2013 system, all experiments submitted to this year’s WMT evaluation made use
of version 2.1 of moses, and incorporated additional decoding features, namely the Operation Sequence Model (Durrani et al., 2011)
and Lexicalized Reordering Model (Tillman,
2004; Galley and Manning, 2008).
Following Shen et al. (2006), we use
the word-level lexical translation probabilities Pw (fj | ei ) to obtain a sentence-level averaged lexical translation score (Eq. 2), which is
added as an additional feature to each n-best
list entry.
Plex (F | E) =

∏
j∈1...J

∑
1
Pw (fj | ei )
I +1
i∈1...I

(2)
Shen et al. (2006) use the term “IBM model 1
score” to describe the value calculated in Eq.
2. While the lexical probability distribution
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2.2.4

System

from IBM Model 1 (Brown et al., 1993) could
in fact be used as the Pw (fj | ei ) in Eq. 2, in
practice we use a variant of Pw (fj | ei ) deﬁned
by Koehn et al. (2003).
We also add a 7-gram class language model
score Pclass (E) (Brown et al., 1992) as an additional feature of each n-best list entry. After
adding these features to each translation in an
n-best list, Eq. 1 is applied, rescoring the entries to extract new 1-best translations.
To optimize system performance we train
scaling factors, λr , for both decoding and
rescoring features so as to minimize an objective error criterion. In our systems we use
DREM (Kazi et al., 2013) or PRO (Hopkins
and May, 2011) to perform this optimization.
For development data during optimization,
we used newstest2013 for the Russian-toEnglish task and newsdev2014 for the Hindito-English task supplied by WMT14.

hi-en
ru-en
ru-en
ru-en
ru-en

BLEU
13.1
32.0
32.2
31.5
33.0

BLEU-cased
12.1
30.8
31.0
30.3
31.1

Table 2: Translation results, as measured by
BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002).
phrase table. Selective stemming of just the
unknown words allows us to retain information that would be lost if we applied stemming
to all the data.
Any remaining unknown words were
transliterated as a post-process, using a
simple letter-mapping from Cyrillic characters
to Latin characters representing their typical
sounds.
2.3 MT Results

Unknown Words

Our
best
Hindi-English
system
for
newstest2014 is listed in Table 2 as System
1. This system uses a combination of 6-gram
language models built from HindEnCorp,
News Commentary, Europarl, and News
Crawl corpora. Transliteration of unknown
words was performed after decoding but
before n-best list rescoring.
System 2 is Russian-English, and handles
unknown words following §2.2.4. We used as
independent decoder features separate 6-gram
LMs trained respectively on Common Crawl,
Europarl, News Crawl, Wiki headlines and
Yandex corpora. This system was optimized
with DREM. No rescoring was performed. We
also tested a variant of System 2 which did
perform rescoring. That variant (not listed in
Table 2) performed worse than System 2, with
scores of 31.2 BLEU and 30.1 BLEU-cased.
System 3, our best Russian-English system
for newstest2014, used the BigLM and Gigaword language models (see §2.2.2) as independent decoder features and was optimized with
DREM. Rescoring was performed after decoding. Instead of following §2.2.4, unknown
words were dropped to maximize BLEU score.
We note that the optimizer assigned weights of
0.314 and 0.003 to the BigLM and Gigaword
models, respectively, suggesting that the optimizer found the BigLM to be much more use-

For the Hindi-to-English task, unknown words
were marked during the decoding process and
were transliterated by the icu4j Devanagarito-Latin transliterator.4
For the Russian-to-English task, we selectively stemmed and inﬂected input words not
found in the phrase table. Each input sentence
was examined to identify any source words
which did not occur as a phrase of length 1
in the phrase table. For each such unknown
word, we used treetagger (Schmid, 1994;
Schmid, 1995) to identify the part of speech,
and then we removed inﬂectional endings to
derive a stem. We applied all possible Russian inﬂectional endings for the given part of
speech; if an inﬂected form of the unknown
word could be found as a stand-alone phrase
in the phrase table, that form was used to replace the unknown word in the original Russian ﬁle. If multiple candidates were found,
we used the one with the highest frequency of
occurrence in the training data. This process
replaces words that we know we cannot translate with semantically similar words that we
can translate, replacing unknown words like
фотоном “photon” (instrumental case) with
a known morphological variant фотон “photon” (nominative case) that is found in the
4

1
2
3
4
5

http://site.icu-project.org
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Posteditor

Figure 1: Posteditor user interface

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
All

Documents
44
21
25
25
20
15
10
15
175

Sentences
950
280
476
298
301
210
140
348
3003

12

Words
20086
6031
10194
6164
5809
4433
2650
6743
62110

10

8
6
4
2

Posteditor

Table 3: Number of documents within the
Russian-English test set processed by each
monolingual human posteditor. Number of
machine translated sentences processed by
each posteditor is also listed, along with the
total number of words in the corresponding
Russian source sentences.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
All

#✓
684
190
308
162
194
94
88
196
1916

#✗
266
90
168
136
107
116
52
152
1087

The postedited translation is superior
to the reference translation
The meaning of the Russian source
sentence is fully conveyed in the postedited translation
Most of the meaning is conveyed
Misunderstands the sentence in a major way; or has many small mistakes
Very little meaning is conveyed
The translation makes no sense at all

Table 5: Evaluation guidelines for bilingual
human judges, adapted from Albrecht et al.
(2009).

2
0.2%

%✓
72.0%
67.9%
64.7%
54.4%
64.5%
44.8%
62.9%
56.3%
63.8%

Evaluation Category
4
6
8
10
2.2% 9.8% 24.7% 60.2%

12
2.8%

Table 6: Percentage of evaluated sentences
judged to be in each category by a bilingual
judge. Category labels are deﬁned in Table 5.

#✗
#✓
%✓

Table 4: For each monolingual posteditor, the
number and percentage of sentences judged to
be correct (✓) versus incorrect (✗) according
to a monolingual human judge.6

2
2
0
0%

Evaluation Category
4
6
8
10
20
72
89
79
1
21 146 493
5% 23% 62% 86%

12
4
23
85%

Table 7: Number of sentences in each evaluation category (see Table 5) that were judged
as correct (✓) or incorrect (✗) according to a
monolingual human judge.
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ful than the Gigaword LM. This intuition was
conﬁrmed by an experimental variation of System 3 (not listed in Table 2) where we omitted
the BigLM; that variant performed substantially worse, with scores of 25.3 BLEU and
24.2 BLEU-cased. We also tested a variant
of System 3 which did not perform rescoring;
that variant (also not listed in Table 2) performed worse, with scores of 31.7 BLEU and
30.6 BLEU-cased.
The results of monolingual postediting (see
§3) of System 4 (a variant of System 2 tuned
using PRO) uncased output is System 5. Due
to time constraints, the monolingual postediting experiments in §3 were conducted (using the machine translation results from System 4) before the results of Systems 2 and 3
were available. The Moses recaser was applied
in all experiments except for System 5.

monolingual human posteditors, working
without knowledge of the source language, can
also improve the quality of machine translation output (Callison-Burch, 2005; Koehn,
2010a; Mitchell et al., 2013), especially if welldesigned tools provide automated linguistic
analysis of source sentences (Albrecht et al.,
2009).
In this study, we designed a simple user interface for postediting that presents the user
with the source sentence, machine translation, and word alignments for each sentence
in a test document (Figure 1). While it may
seem counter-intuitive to present monolingual
posteditors with the source sentence, we found
that the presence of alignment links between
source words and target words can in fact aid
a monolingual posteditor, especially with regard to correcting word order. For example, in
our experiments posteditors encountered some
sentences where a word or phrase was enclosed
within bracketing punctuation marks (such as
quotation marks, commas, or parentheses) in
the source sentence, and the machine translation system incorrectly reordered the word or
phrase outside the enclosing punctuation; by
examining the alignment links the posteditors
were able to correct such reordering mistakes.
The Russian-English test set comprises 175
documents in the news domain, totaling 3003
sentences. We assigned each test document
to one of 8 monolingual5 posteditors (Table
3). The postediting tool did not record timing information. However, several posteditors
informally reported that they were able to process on average approximately four documents
per hour; if accurate, this would indicate a
processing speed of around one sentence per
minute.
Following Koehn (2010a), we evaluated
postedited translation quality according to
a binary adequacy metric, as judged by a
monolingual English speaker6 against the En-

3 Monolingual Postediting
Postediting is the process whereby a human
user corrects the output of a machine translation system. The use of basic postediting
tools by bilingual human translators has been
shown to yield substantial increases in terms
of productivity (Plitt and Masselot, 2010) as
well as improvements in translation quality
(Green et al., 2013) when compared to bilingual human translators working without assistance from machine translation and postediting tools. More sophisticated interactive
interfaces (Langlais et al., 2000; Barrachina
et al., 2009; Koehn, 2009b; Denkowski and
Lavie, 2012) may also provide beneﬁt (Koehn,
2009a).
We hypothesize that for at least some language pairs, monolingual posteditors with no
knowledge of the source language can successfully translate a substantial fraction of test
sentences. We expect this to be the case especially when the monolingual humans are domain experts with regard to the documents to
be translated. If this hypothesis is conﬁrmed,
this could allow for multi-stage translation
workﬂows, where less highly skilled monolingual posteditors triage the translation process, postediting many of the sentences, while
forwarding on the most diﬃcult sentences to
more highly skilled bilingual translators.
Small-scale studies have suggested that

5

All posteditors are native English speakers. Posteditors 2 and 3 know Chinese and Arabic, respectively,
but not Russian. Posteditor 8 understands the Cyrillic
character set and has a minimal Russian vocabulary
from two undergraduate semesters of Russian taken
several years ago.
6
All monolingual adequacy judgements were performed by Posteditor 1. Additional analysis of Posteditor 1’s 950 postedited translations were independently judged by bilingual judges against the reference
and the source sentence (Table 7).
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glish references. In this metric, incorrect
spellings of transliterated proper names were
not grounds to judge as incorrect an otherwise
adequate postedited translation. Binary adequacy results are shown in Table 4; we observe
that correctness varied widely between posteditors (44.8–72.0%), and between documents.

our experimental evaluation, the System 4 machine translations, the postedited translations,
and the monolingual and bilingual evaluation
results are released as supplementary data to
accompany this paper.

Interestingly, several posteditors selfreported that they could tell which documents
were originally written in English and were
subsequently translated into Russian, and
which were originally written in Russian,
based on observations that sentences from
the latter were substantially more diﬃcult to
postedit. Once per-document source language
data is released by WMT14 organizers, we
intend to examine translation quality on a
per-document basis and test whether posteditors did indeed perform worse on documents
which originated in Russian.

In this paper, we present data preparation and
language-speciﬁc processing techniques for our
Hindi-English and Russian-English submissions to the 2014 Workshop on Machine Translation (WMT14) shared translation task. Our
submissions examine the eﬀectiveness of handling various monolingual target language corpora as individual component language models (System 2) or alternatively, concatenated
together into a single big language model (System 3). We also examine the utility of nbest list rescoring using class language model
and lexicalized translation model rescoring
features.
In addition, we present the results of monolingual postediting of the entire 3003 sentences
of the WMT14 Russian-English test set. Postediting was performed by monolingual English
speakers, who corrected the output of machine translation without access to external
resources, such as bilingual dictionaries or online search engines. This system scored highest according to BLEU of all Russian-English
submissions to WMT14.
Using a binary adequacy classiﬁcation, we
evaluate the entire postedited test set for correctness against the reference translations. Using bilingual judges, we further evaluate a substantial subset of the postedited test set using a more ﬁne-grained adequacy metric; using
this metric, we show that monolingual posteditors can successfully produce postedited translations that convey all or most of the meaning
of the original source sentence in up to 87.8%
of sentences.

4 Conclusion

Using bilingual judges, we further evaluate a
substantial subset of the postedited test set using a more ﬁne-grained adequacy metric (Table 5). Because of time constraints, only the
ﬁrst 950 postedited sentences of the test set6
were evaluated in this manner. Each sentence
was evaluated by one of two bilingual human
judges. In addition to the 2-10 point scale of
Albrecht et al. (2009), judges were instructed
to indicate (with a score of 12) any sentences
where the postedited machine translation was
superior to the reference translation. Using
this metric, we show in Table 6 that monolingual posteditors can successfully produce postedited translations that convey all or most of
the meaning of the original source sentence in
up to 87.8% of sentences; this includes 2.8%
which were superior to the reference.
Finally, as part of WMT14, the results of
our Systems 1 (hi-en), 3 (ru-en), and 5 (postedited ru-en) were ranked by monolingual human judges against the machine translation
output of other WMT14 participants. These
judgements are reported in WMT (2014).
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